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Illus 1 Site location plan.
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Monitoring the refurbishment of Kindrochit Castle,
Braemar, Aberdeenshire
Christopher Fyles
Introduction

Details of work

Kindrochit Castle is a Scheduled Monument
(hs Ref No 2583), located at ngr NO 1512 9134,
adjacent to the public car park and toilets in the
centre of Braemar, Aberdeenshire.
The castle occupies a strong defensive location
and is protected by the Water of Clunie to the west
and by an ancient mill lade to the east. The name
Kindrochit probably derives from ‘Ceann Drochit’
meaning ‘Bridgehead’, referring to a bridge across the
Clunie below the castle. Its location had considerable
strategic value, overlooking a river crossing and close
to the route across the Mounth connecting Deeside
with Strathmore via Glenshee to the S of Braemar.
The earliest structure on the site is believed to have
been a hunting lodge erected by Malcolm Canmore
(Malcolm III, King of Scots 1058–1093); however, no
remains from this period have yet been encountered
and the extant structures on the site represent two
distinct, much later, phases of construction. A subrectangular courtyard castle with gatehouse was
built during the later 14th century, probably in the
reign of Robert II (reigned 1371–1390), who was
known to have frequented Kindrochit during hunting
expeditions; upon his accession in 1390, Robert III
gifted the castle to Sir Malcolm Drummond, Earl
of Mar, who began the construction of a tower
house, inserted into the partially demolished earlier
castle. This later building was left incomplete
upon the mysterious death of Sir Malcolm at the
hands of unknown assailants, until the castle was
captured (along with the much larger castle at
Kildrummy) by Alexander Stewart, who not only
finished the building work but obliged Drummond’s
widow to marry him and claimed the earldom of
Mar for himself. On Alexander Stewart’s death
in 1435, Kindrochit reverted to the Crown, until
its destruction in the early 17th century, reputedly
during an outbreak of plague which resulted in the
use of cannon to prevent the infected inhabitants
from escaping to spread the disease. By 1618 it was
recorded as a ruin in the Pennyles Pilgrimage of the
poet John Taylor.

Archaeological potential
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Watching brief
During the 1920s and 1940s, several excavations
were conducted on the site by Dr Douglas Simpson
of Aberdeen University, which had greatly exposed
the castle structure; subsequently, this had gradually
returned to being partially obscured by vegetation.
It was therefore expected that work to consolidate the
standing remains and reduce the ground level to remove
both excavation spoil and post-abandonment detritus
would expose or re-expose structural elements and
possibly artefacts of late medieval or later date.

Evaluation and excavation
Consolidation work suggested that a wall stub in
the extreme SE corner of the site might connect to
the remainder of the outer defences via a buried wall
line. Part of this line was overlain by a considerable
amount of tumbled stone and earth. An evaluation was
conducted by Alder Archaeology Ltd on 2nd and 3rd
June, 2014, with two test pits being dug. Part of the
wall was exposed in one of the pits (TP01), while what
appeared to be a floor surface was exposed in the second
pit (TP02), immediately adjacent to an above-ground
wall face (wall face 49) which formed the northern
boundary of the excavation area. The relationship
between the subterranean and standing walls thus
remained unclear and it was therefore decided to
excavate the area between the two test pits to attempt
to elucidate the castle structure in this part of the site.
Archaeological method

Watching brief
Consolidation work continued throughout the period
19th August 2013–30th March 2015. The watching
brief was designed to monitor all vegetation and spoil
clearance from the castle walls, all ground-breaking
works and all additions to the castle structure in the
form of capping wall heads with mortar and/or turf;
all walls were to be photographically recorded prior
to, during and following clearance and cleaning; all
archaeological or newly exposed architectural features
were to be photographed and recorded in annotated
plan and section drawings.
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Evaluation
Two test pits were hand-excavated at either end of
the suspected wall line (Illus 2). Turf and topsoil was
removed by spade and any archaeological features
thereby exposed were cleaned and recorded. Features
or deposits identified as recent were removed until
a horizon was reached which corresponded with
the historic construction and use of the castle. Both
pits were recorded in plan and section drawing and
photographed.

Excavation
An area comprising both test pits and the unexcavated
ground between them was marked out, forming an
irregular polygon measuring 5m NW–SE along the
W edge, 3.35m N–S along the E edge, 2.25m SW–NE
along the S edge and 3.20m E–W along the N edge
(adjacent to wall face 49). This was hand excavated,
with turf and topsoil removed by spade and underlying deposits cleaned by trowel prior to recording
by photograph and scale plan. In order to determine
the full width of the wall structure encountered
(see Results), an extension to the main area was
excavated beginning at the SE corner and forming
a sondage measuring 1.50m E–W by 0.50m N–S.
Once the main excavation had been completed,
the bank of overburden forming the W baulk was
removed, with the exception of a ramp supporting

a plug of agglomerated stone and mortar; this plug,
which measured more than 1m across, was allowed to
remain until it could be safely removed and relocated
elsewhere within the castle site.

Results of investigations
Watching brief

Phase I (older castle) (Illus 2– 6)
Three previously unrecorded features, (a), (b) and
(c), were uncovered during consolidation work in the
earlier courtyard castle. All were located at corners
of the building remains and took the form of a subrectangular protrusion from the wall face at or close
to present ground level. All were composed of roughly
dressed or undressed stone blocks with rubble infill
and traces of lime mortar.
Feature (a) was exposed at the junction of wall
faces 13 and 14, protruding to the south-west from the
former. Measuring 1.60m NW–SE by 1.15m NE–SW, it
included an outlying flat, sub-angular stone (168) which
was probably part of the original structure and deposits
of mortar either overlying the stones (167), (170) or
adhering to them (169), (171).
Feature (b) was located at the NW corner of the site,
at the junction of wall faces 16 and 01 and extending to
the NE. Measuring 1.60m NW–SE by 1.10m NE–SW,

Illus 2 View of towerhouse with older gatehouse behind, from south corner of site.
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Illus 3 Location of Phase I features noted during WB.

this feature was considerably less compact than (a),
with numerous loose stones around a rubble and mortar
core. It overlay at least two large, flat stones (173), (174)
embedded in the present ground surface and appearing
to form a paved floor at the NW corner of feature (b).
The exact extent of these stones was undetermined, as
they were partially overlain by unstripped topsoil.
Along the NE edge of feature (b) lay a long (1.61m
by 0.48m by 0.25m) grey granite slab, bearing toolmarks
and a pronounced notch in the NE corner. The slab
rested on spoil and loose stone chips and therefore
appeared to be out of its original position. This may
have represented part of a threshold or lintel, displaced
from elsewhere in the castle.
Feature (c) was exposed at the opposite end of wall
face 01, at its junction with wall face 02 in the NE corner
of the site. Lying almost level with the present ground
surface, this measured 2.4m NW–SE by 1.5m NE–SW.
This included a large spread of mixed mortar and silt

(175) within a rubble core. The edges of the feature
were defined by several large (0.40m diameter) boulders
or flat slabs.
All three features may have represented the bases
of buttresses designed to strengthen the corners of the
courtyard castle building, perhaps indicating corner
towers or turrets at these points.
A previously unrecorded wall face, 49, was also
uncovered by consolidation. This measured 2.53m in
length and adjoined wall face 25 at an oblique angle. At
the time of the visit, this had been partly consolidated
with mortar, but traces of the original mortar were
still apparent. As with much of the castle fabric, the
wall face consisted of rough-dressed blocks around a
rubble core. One to two courses were apparent above
the present ground surface, with at least one additional
course visible in section within a test pit (Test Pit 2)
excavated during an evaluation by Alder of possible
subterranean structural remains in June 2014.
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Phase II (tower house)

Illus 4 ‘Buttress’ feature (a), Walls 13 and 14.

Illus 5 ‘Buttress’ feature (b), Walls 01 and 16.

Illus 6 ‘Buttress’ feature (c), Walls 01 and 02.

A floor (126) was exposed within a sub-square recess
(Feature F1) set into wall face 29 (W wall of the tower
house). The floor, which sloped gently outwards,
was edged with mortared rough-dressed blocks and
featured white mortar along its W, N and S edges,
with the interior being formed of a core of randomly
assorted stone fragments laid on/in a yellow sand
matrix. It is possible that the floor may originally have
been covered with slabs, but no indication of these
remained. The surviving floor level lay three to four
courses beneath the upper edge of the recess walling
((102)–1.42m long, 103–1.17m long, (104)–1.22m
long and blocking wall (105) – the latter being part
of wall face 29 and here surviving to 0.6–0.65m above
ground and 0.18–0.25m wide). Including the edging
blocks, the floor measured 1.5m N–S and between 1.2m
and 1.8m E–W. A coin, of corroded copper alloy, was
recovered from close to the southern edge of floor (126),
at the base of silt deposit (125). The coin was 18mm
in diameter and was of presumed medieval date, but
was too severely corroded to permit identification. The
function of the recess or alcove could not be determined,
but presumably included storage, given its location in
the centre of the W wall of the central cellar room of
the tower house.
To the N of this recess and separated from it by
a partition wall, the base of a window or arrow-slit
splay (feature F2) was exposed, also in the W wall
of the tower house and immediately to the S of the
postern entrance. The window was located within the
surviving wallhead, widening from 0.6m N–S (internal)
against the W edge of the wall (wall face 11) to 1m
N–S (internal) against the E edge (wall face 29). As
with much of the wall fabric, the sides of the window
base (S splay (107)–1.74m long, N splay (108)–1.78m
long, W end wall (109)–0.6m long) were composed
of rough-dressed sandstone blocks of varied sizes and
shapes, with traces of lime mortar apparent within
the interstices and along some faces. An uneven floor
(129) of stone fragments within a mortar matrix lay
beneath a primary fill (128) of silt; the uneven nature
of the floor suggested it may originally have supported
a covering of slabs, since removed. Located close to the
postern, the window probably had a defensive function
in covering approaches from the S and the river; it
presumably also allowed light into the N ground floor
room of the tower house.
Two features were exposed by stripping within and
over a flight of stairs ascending the interior of wall face
36, immediately to the N of the postern (Illus 5). Both
F3 and F4 represented bar recesses for the inner and
outer doors of the postern gate; F3 formed a mortared
‘tunnel’ within the wall masonry on the E side of the
stairs, the base of which lay 1.06m above the present
ground level and measuring 0.1m by 0.16m, 1.85m
in length from wall face 36 and aligned N–S. This
represented the remains of a slot for the bar of the
inner postern door. F4 formed a similar masonry
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Illus 7 Internal staircase within Wall Face 36, north
side of towerhouse.

Illus 8 Lead (Pb) in north door jamb, towerhouse postern.
tunnel to the W of the stairs, 1.6m long but with only
0.9m still within the wall. The tunnel measured 0.16m
high, 0.14m wide and would probably have featured
fittings on its inner (E) side to take the outer door bar.
Fixed in the stone forming the N jamb of the outer
door of the postern, a plug of lead (feature F5, (113))
was exposed, 34mm long and 20mm wide, with a
smooth top and what appeared to be an inscribed cross
on the capped end. Aligned NNE–SSW, a portion of
the SSW segment was missing where, possibly, an iron
bar had formerly extended outwards along a grooved
channel to secure an upright iron pivot for the door.
An empty hole was set into the same masonry block
25mm to the west.
On the S side of the postern, a sub-rhomboid door
recess (feature F6) was exposed within the end wall of
the cellar/larder (wall face 27). Its S edge survived to
a length of 1.6m, with the SW edge being 0.44m long.
The edge on the NW was marked by a single stone,
0.44m long. All three edges were represented by a single
course of rough-dressed blocks (114); the uneven silt
floor contained stone fragments and powdered lime
mortar. The feature may have represented a guard
or fighting post set within the wall.
A V-shaped recess (115) was noted on the S side of
the S jamb of the postern, directly opposite lead plug
(113)/F5 and at a similar height of 305mm above the
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threshold stone. This is presumed to have held a
hinge pin, with two holes also noted in the masonry.
A similar recess (116) was present on the topmost stone
of the jamb, with traces of lead remaining in the hole,
which measured 30mm by 25mm.
A possible feature (117) was noted within the
extant head of the E wall of the cellar/larder, in the
form of an alignment of stones on the W (inner) face.
This measured 1.57m N–S, with an aligned inner face
(measuring 0.18m high) and uneven outer face. This
was of unknown function.
Following stripping, the floor (163) of the postern
passageway was exposed between wall faces 27 and 36.
This was represented by a generally level stone surface
comprising roughly shaped and unshaped random slab
fragments set within a matrix of yellow lime mortar. In
patches, the mortar had degraded to a gritty silt. In the
SE corner of the postern a group of split river cobbles
had been set into the mortar, possibly representing a
repair patch. The cobbles lay just short of the dressed
sandstone threshold that marked the external terminus
of the postern on the S/SW side; this was composed
of three sandstone blocks set into the ground surface
and flush with the finished ground level. Rebates
narrowed the passageway and defined the edge of the
doorway to either side of this threshold. The N/NE
(internal) terminus of the floor was less clearly defined,
with an indistinct threshold of dispersed, undressed
stones within degraded mortar and gritty silt. The
floor measured 2.96m NE–SW (not including the S
threshold; with the threshold the length was 3.22m),
1.32m NW–SE at the north terminus and 1.12m
NW–SE at the S terminus.
Evaluation

Test Pit 1
This pit initially measured 2m east–west by 0.5m N–S.
An extension measuring 1m E–W by 0.5m N–S was
then excavated leading off from the S edge of the W
terminus, so that in final outline, the pit formed a rightangle. Within both the extension and the W half of
the original pit, an alignment of three roughly-dressed
stone blocks was exposed, at minimal depth below the
turf (no more than 0.1m and generally less than this).
The alignment ran NE (N edge) to SW (S edge) and,
if continued, would terminate at the NW corner of the
supposed tower base (wall 26) in the SW corner of the
site. Extended in the opposite direction, the alignment
would appear to continue the S terminal of wall 25 (see
Illus 7). The alignment therefore appeared to represent
the base of a wall.
To either side of this wall base lay two deposits
of redeposited, fragmented stones within matrices of
loose, sandy soil (177) to the W of the wall and (180)
to the E. Immediately over the stones lay a deposit
of crushed mortar, (178). Although mortar was not
apparent between the stones, traces of crushed mortar
were apparent on some of the stone faces; moreover,
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beneath (177) and abutting the wall to the W lay
a more compacted deposit of stones, stone fragments
and crushed mortar, within a yellow sandy matrix.
This appeared to continue as far as the W-facing
section of the spoil build-up adjacent to the tower base.
Abutting the E face of the stone alignment, deposit
(180) was found to contain numerous fragments of cut
bone, sherds of early modern glass, including broken
bottles of 19th-century design, porcelain fragments and
a copper alloy band possibly originating from a small
tin or caddy. Beneath this deposit, which also included
lenses of sand and river gravel, the wall base continued
at a lower level as stones (185) (0.7m below the present
ground surface) across the whole of the W half of the
test pit. This suggested the removal of several wall
stones and the backfilling of the resulting pit with refuse.
Test Pit 2
This was excavated immediately to the S of wall
face 25, initially 0.2m out from the wall end, rather
than abutting the stonework itself, in order to avoid
undermining any loose masonry. Aligned NW to
SE, the pit measured 1m NE–SW and 3.2m NW–SE,
including a 0.6m extension to the W of the wall face. It
thus took in the entirety of the wall end. Immediately
below the 0.05m thick topsoil, a deposit of fragmented
sub-angular stones in a loose sandy silt matrix (183)
was exposed, extending across the whole of the test pit.
Beneath this, at a depth of 0.1m beneath the present
ground surface, a large (0.4m diameter) flat, subrounded boulder was found to be part of a layer of
similar stones (186) extending across the width of the
pit from a point 0.8m from the NW terminus to 1.15m
further to the SE. This appeared to align it with the
wall base detected in Test Pit 1 (see Illus 7) The stones,
which were closely set but frequently not abutting and
did not appear to have been worked, were contained
within a yellow sand and crushed mortar matrix (187).
The stones formed a roughly level surface which may
have represented the base of a wall or alternatively
a floor.
In order to further investigate these possibilities,
the pit was extended to abut the wall face immediately
SE of the deposit: it was found that the wall face was
deep-set into the ground with at least one additional
course below both the present ground surface and the
deposit; and that it finished flush with its visible line.
This was clearly the intended terminus of the wall,
which respected the edge of the deposit. The stones
within the deposit did not appear to be keyed into the
wall face. On balance, then, the deposit seems likely
to represent a floor level. Isolated stones within yellow
sand (188) and (189) in either end of the test pit may
have represented the truncated remnants of the same
floor or tumble from surrounding structures. The sand
matrices may have been contiguous with (187), but this
could not be established without further excavation.
It should be noted that the wall end here had been
recently uncovered by consolidation work and appeared

to represent one side of a deep-set window splay,
entrance or fighting bay, angled back obliquely from
perpendicular with the wall line. The floor may have
been associated with this feature, which was given
the new number, wall face 49.
Excavation (Illus 9–11)
Immediately beneath the turf and topsoil, a deposit
of brown, bioturbated silt (192) was exposed across
much of the excavated area to the E of wall line 179
and S of test pit TP02. This appeared similar to the
topsoil but contained a proportion of redeposited stone
fragments and was generally identical with deposit
180, identified in test pit TP01 during the evaluation as
being backfilled soil of modern or early modern origin.
Fragments of porcelain, glass and sawn animal bone
were recovered from both contexts. This suggested
backfilling or infilling of a void of some sort, with
lenses of gravel ((190), (193), (194)) around the W
edges of (192) suggesting the lip of a slump-line and
a relict topsoil (197) above (192) in the SE corner,
possibly indicative of the original lip of an open trench
or pit which had collapsed W towards wall line (179),
forming an interface (196). Between the test pits to the
W of wall line (179), a concentration of large (average
0.3m diameter) boulders and slabs was exposed (191),
many resting at an inclined angle. No shaping or
dressing was apparent on any of the surfaces exposed.
The stones formed a rough mound which appeared to
continue beneath the large stone and mortar ‘plug’ on
the W bank. They probably represented tumble from
a collapsed or demolished wall.
A soil baulk partly obscuring wall face 49 was also
removed at this stage to expose the remaining roughdressed stones of the standing wall. Beneath this baulk,
along the N edge of test pit TP02 and at the same
level as soil (192), a void was exposed between stones
(186)/‘bedding’ (187) and wall face 49. Within the void,
fragments of lime mortar (195) were visible, suggesting
bonding between the lower course of wall face 49 and
a structure within the excavated area.
Deposit 192 was found to be between 0.2m and 0.5m
thick, beneath which an alignment of large (0.3–0.4m
diameter) sub-angular boulders (198) was exposed,
adjoining wall line (179) and extending NE–SW across
the excavated area from the N terminus of (179) at a
depth of 0.2m below the present ground surface or
329.80m aod. Smaller stones and stone fragments
filled the intervals between these larger boulders, the
whole forming a close-set, compact layer. Immediately
to the S of (192), at a depth of 0.3–0.5m below present
ground surface or 329.70–329.50m aod, a close-set
arrangement of sub-angular stones within a limemortar matrix (204) formed a roughly level surface
extending to the S limit of the excavated area and
visible in the base of the E sondage.
At the E terminus of the sondage, a deposit of
clinker, ash and cinders (199) was found to overlie
tumbled stone fragments (203) at a depth of 0.5m
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Illus 9 Location of excavation area and features.

below the present ground surface or 329.50m aod.
Deposit (199), which contained porcelain sherds and
several corroded iron objects (primarily nails) also lay
above the E face of the buried wall line, seen as a N–S
alignment of close-set, roughly-dressed stone blocks
(202). Above this edge and 0.15m to the W, two courses
of roughly-dressed stone (200) ran NW–SE across the
sondage at a depth of 0.35m below the present ground
surface, or 329.65m aod, clearly forming part of the
structure of the wall but apparently displaced from
their original alignment; their dressed state indicated
they had formed part of the outer wall face. The wall
was found to measure 2.10m in width (E–W) from
this edge to a point on the exposed W wall face (51,
see below).
Beneath the turf over the W bank, loose stones and
silt (183) were found to continue as deposit (201) and
merge with mortar and silt deposit (181) against wall
line (179). Beneath this overburden deposit, large,
sub-angular boulders (208) were exposed, similar in
appearance to (191) but to the W of wall line (179).

As with (191), these boulders and stone fragments were
heaped together, frequently resting on edge rather than
flat on a face, suggesting deposition as the result of
dumping or having been dislodged from a wall. Beneath
(201), a band of crushed mortar (207), an average of
0.4m thick, was exposed running alongside wall line
(179) and extending to N and S for the full extent
of the exposed area (5m in length). This deposit
contained a proportion of rubble stones (c10%)
and animal bone, but no modern pottery or glass,
suggesting it represented medieval activity. Given
its extent and proximity to the wall, it appeared to
represent lime mortar re-deposited from the wall
face during demolition.
Beneath (207), at a depth of 329.86m aod, a
deposit of black/dark grey humic silt and gravel (209)
was exposed, extending along the full length of the
wall face. This may have represented a medieval floor
level, as it approximated to the base of the wall face
thus exposed (wall face 51, or the W face of wall line
(179)); beneath this deposit, which was found to be
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0.1m thick (maximum), a series of large (up to 1m
diameter) rounded boulders was exposed, interspersed
with smaller, sub-angular stones to form a rough surface
(210). This gave way on to a brown silt subsoil (215)
just above undisturbed natural subsoil (218) at a height
of 329.50m aod. Stones (210) may have formed a
foundation reinforcement for the wall, or the base of
a floor, but more probably represented tumble from
a demolished wall face. No traces of crushed mortar
were detected at this level.
Wall face 51 was found to be formed of roughdressed and undressed stone blocks, close-fitting and
with traces of lime mortar present within some of the
interstices (Illus 10). At its SW terminus it merged with
the corner tower; immediately to the N of this junction
a wall stub was exposed adjoining wall face 51 and
extending 0.5m to the W; this was located 3m S of the
N terminal of wall face 51, which turned a corner E
(see sondage 3, below). This stub comprised a boxconstructed shell formed of slabs set on edge, with a
mortared slab floor in the intervening space. This may
have represented an internal passage, but there was no
firm evidence of such and the space may have resulted
from the removal of core material.
Reduction of the bank in the NW corner of the
excavation area included work alongside the S terminus
of wall face 25 (forming the W wall of the gatehouse
structure). This exposed part of a buried wall (wall
face 50), 1.5m wide (N–S) and 1.5m high at a point
where it abutted wall face 25; it extended W from
this point for 2.5m towards the remains of the later
fourteenth century tower-house constructed by Sir
Malcolm Drummond within the partially ruinous
earlier castle. Wall face 50, which was not keyed-in
to wall face 25, was found to be resting on a deposit
(205) of mixed crushed mortar and black/dark brown
silt which also extended in front of the base of wall
face 25, forming a possible floor deposit beneath a
build-up of rubble stones and brown silt (206). This
situation clearly indicated that wall face 50 was of later
construction than wall face 25 and its drystone or mudbonded structure indicated it may have represented
a partition wall rather than a load-bearing part of
the castle defences.
A sondage (2) was dug in the NW corner of the
excavation area, immediately against wall face 49, in
order to determine its construction at foundation
level and its relationship with wall face 25. Deposit
(187), which had previously been characterised as
bedding for stones (186), was found to be up to 0.6m
thick, containing tumbled rubble and giving onto a
band of crushed mortar (211), similar to (207) and
probably deriving from similar demolition activity.
(187) appeared to continue W of wall face 49 as
deposit (206). Mortar deposit (211) showed within the
W-facing section of the sondage as a band 0.25m thick,
widening in the N-facing section to 0.4m thick where it
merged with (207) beneath the mortar and stone plug.
Animal bone was found within (211), but as with (207),
no porcelain or other modern material was recovered.
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Illus 10 North end of connecting Wall Face 51, with
remains of window splay behind, older castle.
Beneath (211), in the sondage, a deposit of dark-grey/
black humic, silty loam soil (212) was exposed at
329.88m aod, similar in both appearance and level
to deposit (205) (along the base of wall face 25).
This was found to be 0.1m thick, containing both
lenses of crushed mortar (213) and scattered stone
fragments (214).
Abutting (212) to the W and NW, a deposit of
brown silt (215) appeared to mark the edge of wall
face 49 and continue beneath possible floor deposit
(205) along the edge of wall face 25. This may have
represented the natural ground surface prior to
the advent of human activity on the site (the latter
represented by deposits (205) and (212)). Few stones
and no fragmented stones were exposed within this
context. Beneath deposit (212), in the W-facing section
of sondage 2 but not extending further W to the limit
of wall face 49, close-set sub-angular stones (216) were
exposed, set within a matrix of admixed black silt and
decayed mortar. Beneath (212)/(214) within sondage 2,
a thin (0.05m thick) band of green/grey sandy silt (217)
was exposed, immediately above undisturbed natural
orange/brown clay subsoil (218), which formed the
base of the sondage at 329.60m aod. Wall face 49 was
found to rest upon (217), which was an interface layer
between the natural subsoil and the anthropogenic
deposits above this.
An additional sondage (3) was then excavated along
the N edge of stones (198), which fully exposed them to
a level at which mortared stones (216) were seen to abut
(198), with mortared stones (204) abutting (198) on the
opposite (S) side. Fully exposed, (198) was seen to be
composed of close-set, large (up to 0.4m diameter) subangular boulders forming an alignment running from
the terminus of (179)/wall face 51 at an angle opposite
to that formed by wall faces 49 and 25. Stones (198)
thus appeared to represent the base of a similar wall
face, forming a splayed alcove within the castle wall,
with the basal course of the wall continuing to either
side as mortared deposits (204) and (216). Wall face 51
measured 3m from the corner formed with the splayed
window base to the wall stub at the junction with the
SE corner tower of the castle.
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Illus 11 Excavated area showing window base 198.

Following the main excavation, wall face 50
was removed under archaeological supervision. The
majority of the wall interior was found to be earth
(220), a dark grey silt above a band of light brown
silt (221), with a loose rubble base below this (223)
intermixed with crushed lime mortar (222). The stone
facing of the wall included a block of dressed yellow
sandstone (219), chamfered on one edge and curved,
indicating it had been a voussoir stone in an arch.
0.80m beneath the extant top of wall face 50, a second
wall stub, wall face 52, was exposed. This feature
measured 2.3m long, on the same alignment as wall
face 50, 0.9m wide (N–S) and 1.5m high (visible). A
band of lime mortar (224) abutted this and appeared
to be a continuation of (211). A sondage excavated
against wall face 52 demonstrated that it descended
beneath this deposit to a level approximately that
of the foundations or wall face 25, which it closely
abutted. Although not keyed into wall face 25, traces
of lime mortar were apparent sealing the narrow join
between the two walls. The N face of wall face 52 had
been removed, leaving only rubble core, but the S face
included rough-dressed masonry blocks arranged in up
to four courses, apparently drystone in construction but
mortar within the core suggested bonding had decayed.

Discussion
As suggested by the evaluation, the excavated area
contained the base of a wall aligned approximately
N–S and linking the gatehouse to the SE corner tower.
The mortared base or foundation course of the wall
remained, comprising undressed flat stones within a
mortar matrix, indicating the core of the wall may also
have contained mortar bonding. The W face of the wall

was well-constructed and the extant courses included
close-set, dressed or rough-dressed sub-angular stones;
the displaced E face exposed within the sondage in the
SE corner displayed similar characteristics, suggesting
the wall was of box construction, with dressed or roughdressed faces containing a rubble core. The presence
of a slumped silt topsoil and gravel along the E edge of
the excavation suggested the collapse of the abutting
ground surface, which may have occurred as a result
of the robbing-out of useable stone from the wall postabandonment. However, the presence of large quantities
of crushed or decayed lime mortar and heaped rubble
along the W edge suggested demolition of the wall;
given the absence of modern material from the lower
deposits, this demolition may well have occurred during
the medieval period and may have been part of the
programme of works during which the later tower house
was constructed under Robert II. The linking wall may
have been destroyed to allow the insertion of the new
building within the earlier fortifications.
The evaluation had suggested that a floor surface
may have been present within test pit 02, immediately
alongside wall face 49. However, the removal of the
earth bank to the W showed that the majority of
the stones and yellow silt within the test pit were
unstructured rubble deposits, possibly deriving from
demolition. A possible floor (216) was exposed at a
considerably lower level, between what appeared to
be the splayed base of a window or arrow slit port. If
the latter, this was well-sited to provide covering fire
to the gatehouse and defend the length of wall linking
the SE tower with the main building. The ‘floor’ or
floor base seemed to be a continuation of the mortared
foundation course of the wall; it had not been keyed-in
to the gatehouse structure, but closely abutted it in a
manner seen elsewhere on the site.
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To the S of the main excavated area, adjoining
wall face 51, the remains of a wall stub were exposed,
apparently aligned E–W and probably representing a
wall demolished to make way for the later tower house.
The lack of core within this stub may have indicated an
internal passage connecting with the SE corner tower,
but this was unclear. The wall represented appeared
to be parallel with wall face 52, exposed beneath the
later rudimentary wall (wall face 50) and probably
representing a partition of the castle interior.
Medieval demolition of the upper courses of the
linking wall rendered it impossible to establish whether
or not the SE tower, linking wall and main gatehouse
all represented a single, continuous construction phase.
However, this seems quite possible, as it would have
completed the circuit of the defences on the S and
E sides of the original castle, with the corner tower
strengthening what would otherwise have been an
obvious weak spot. It is also likely that a curtain wall
ran E to W to link the SE corner tower with a similar
structure in the SW corner, with this putative tower
being entirely erased by the insertion of Drummond’s
tower house and the linking wall represented only by
the short, hollow stub adjoining the SE corner tower
to the N. Should such an outer wall have once existed,
the wall represented by stub wall face 52 may have been
an internal division, perhaps between outer and inner
bailey or between courtyard to the S and fortified living
quarters to the N.
The recent programme of archaeological work at
Kindrochit has resulted in valuable new information
on the extent and configuration of the defences,
particularly those of the earlier castle. The sequence
of construction, demolition and insertion has been
elucidated, helping to complete the picture first outlined by Douglas Simpson during the last century. The
opportunity to gain greater understanding was afforded
by the decision to consolidate the castle ruins and open
them to public view; it is to be hoped that the work has
helped to enhance the potential for public enjoyment
of a valuable local heritage resource.
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Abstract
North-East Scotland Preservation Trust commissioned
Alder Archaeology Ltd to undertake an archaeological
watching brief and create a photographic record on the
site of consolidation works at Kindrochit Castle,
Braemar. The castle, in ruinous condition, is a
Scheduled Ancient Monument (HS No 2583), centred
on NGR NO 1512 9134. The work (site code BM02)
was undertaken during the period 19th August 2013
to 30th March 2015 in varying weather conditions.
During this prolonged period, a decision was taken in
consultation with Historic Scotland and Aberdeenshire
Council Archaeology Service to evaluate an area in
the southwest of the site, in the older part of the castle.
Accordingly, on 2nd–3rd June 2014, two test pits were
excavated to determine the presence or absence of
a suspected subterranean wall line; this feature was
exposed in one of the pits, while a similar feature in the
second might have been a floor. As a result, a further
limited excavation was mounted in the area of the
test pits, between 30th June and 4th July, 2014. This
exposed the basal courses of a substantial defensive
wall linking the extant (ruinous) gatehouse with
the remains of a corner tower in the SE quadrant of
the site. The base of a splayed window or arrow slit
was also exposed where a possible floor abutted the
gatehouse structure. Further work exposed the stubs
of two partition walls extending westwards from
the main wall and seemingly destroyed during later
building works involving the construction of a tower
house. Moreover, the watching brief resulted in several
possible buttresses and other items of interest being
exposed in different parts of the castle. None of these
features had been recorded following Dr Simpson’s
excavations and therefore constituted new data.
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